
 
 
Finance Manager – Pacifiko.com 
 
Pacifiko.com is an e-commerce start-up looking to provide first class online shopping experience to customers in 
Guatemala and rest of Central America. We are building the largest e-commerce platform in the region, using 
technology and operations to scale. We have an ambitious growth plan to deliver value to customers throughout the 
region. For more information, here is what the Press says about us: PrensaLibre, Guatemala.com, Forbes Centroamerica, 
ElPeriodico. 
 
Pacifiko.com CEO worked at Amazon for more than five years leading international expansion initiatives in Mexico, 
Australia, and Middle East. Prior to Amazon he worked at Google, Tigo, and KPMG. He obtained his MBA at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 
 
We are looking for a Senior Finance Manager to lead the finance and accounting function. 
 
The successful candidate will be thoughtful, analytical, and have a demonstrated ability to effectively influence the 
decisions of senior business leaders through effective verbal and written communication, financial analysis, logical 
reasoning, and the presentation of alternatives. The role operates in a fast-paced, results-oriented environment, and will 
provide decision support and advice for key business leaders. 
 
Responsibilities 
- Controllership of the business 
- Ability to manage or lead others and further develop exceptional talent 
- Lead and participate as the key finance stakeholder in cross functional teams 
- Implement and drive the core financial processes and reporting for the business including Annual Operating Plans, 

Long Term Plans, and Monthly/Quarterly Business Reviews 
- Identify operating improvements, deep dive on cost structures, and analyze business opportunities/investments. 
- Leading ad hoc financial analyses and root cause investigations 
- You will continuously audit business inputs and processes to ensure that strong financial controls remain fit for 

purpose, you will be required to dive deep into every aspect of the business, to drive improvement, and use data 
and strong business judgment to drive the right long term decisions. 

- You will lead the effort to develop insightful analysis and reporting to support decision making and monitor 
performance. You will be working closely with senior leadership in MENA and expected to interact with Finance and 
business teams world-wide. 

 
Basic Qualifications 
- University degree in Finance, Accounting, Business, Engineering and/or similar discipline with analytical bias 
- Significant relevant experience in positions that require analysis and reporting financial results 
- Experience in leading a team and developing talent and working cross-functionally 
- Experience in Excel (macros, index, conditional list, arrays, pivots, lookups) 
- Demonstrated financial acumen and/or analytical experience delivering forecasting, budgeting, and variance 

analysis, and data interpretation of results 
- Extensive experience performing financial and ad hoc analysis using data reporting tools 
 
Preferred Qualifications 
- MBA and/or Professional certification (CPA/CMA/Qualified Accounting certificate) + relevant experience 
- Management experience with demonstrated leadership skills with proven ability to take on new assignments 
- Proven familiarity with concepts of accounting principles 
- Advanced experience demonstrating problem solving and root cause analysis 
- Highly analytical, detail oriented and strong business sense; proven ability to manage new ideas and creative 

solutions and demonstrated experience managing such mechanisms to an end result 



- Ability to manage tight deadlines, prioritize workload and achieve effective results in a fast-paced, dynamic, ever-
growing and often ambiguous environment; effective multi-tasking skills are vital 

- Demonstrated effective communication and presentation skills working with multiple peer groups and senior levels 
of management 

- Experience working with large-scale data mining and reporting tools (i.e. SQL, Tableau, and/or Cognos) or other 
financial systems (i.e. Oracle, SAP, Lawson, JD Edwards), providing solutions based on results of ad hoc analyses to 
senior management for strategic decision-making 

 
We offer competitive compensation, you will get to work with interesting colleagues, learn, and make history.   
 
If interested, please send your CV to rh@pacifiko.com 


